
For most garden centers, green goods
is the largest single department. It
stocks the most products and takes up
the most square footage. But what

about profit? How do green goods compare to
other departments when it comes to profit? 

It might be hard to tell because so much of a
store’s annual sales come from green goods,
and most of those sales are in such a short peri-
od of time. But these are exactly the reasons
you need to prioritize profit and find out if
your green goods are living up. 

With spring right around the corner, and
already on top of you in some markets, the
time is almost up to put those little green guys
to work for you. We’ve asked around and col-
lected the top five ways retailers are increasing
departmental profits. Some of our suggestions
will take time and money to institute; some you
can do overnight; but all will definitely increase
your bottom line.

CHARGE FOR QUALITY
How do you price your green goods? Do you

have set prices for pot sizes? All 4-inch annuals
cost x, and all 6-inch annuals cost y. If so, you’re
leaving money on the table.

Very few consumers make purchases based
on pot size. We all know instinctively that most
floral purchases are based on impulse — what-
ever looks good at the time goes home. So why
not use that to your advantage when pricing? 

For example, you normally sell a 10-inch
hanging basket of petunias for $14.99. That price
is based on what you think your customers will
pay, the quality of the baskets you normally get,
what other people in the area charge, what time
of the year it is, etc. But what if today’s shipment
of 10-inch hanging basket petunias was outstand-
ing, much larger and with more flowers than the
baskets you normally get? Would you price them
at $14.99 because that’s what you always charge
for that product or would you bump the price up
some to account for the increase in quality?

What we’re really talking about here is grad-
ing, something that has been a part of the
European retail system for years. Wholesale
buyers from upscale garden centers happily
pay more at the auction for larger plants with
more flowers because they know they will be
able to charge more at retail. It doesn’t matter
if the same crop is in the same size pot; what
matters is the presentation each plant makes.
Consumers are already accustomed to a cer-
tain amount of grading. They know that plants
purchased at Wal-mart will not be the same
quality as those purchased at their local inde-
pendent garden center. All you are doing is
taking grading to the next logical level.

This is a fairly easy theory to implement, and it
will show immediate increases in profit. There are
a few considerations you should be aware of. 

• Some consumers may have looked at sale

papers and want to know why your x is more
expensive than the store down the street.
Explain to them about quality and that they get
what they pay for. This argument will make itself
if you can have an x from the store down the
street for a quality comparison.

• You may need to rethink how you receive
plants. Someone will need to be responsible for
assigning a price, and it would make sense that
the same person be responsible for this task
week after week. This person should not be
your lowest hourly employee, nor should it be
you (you can’t do everything). 

SELL IDEAS NOT PLANTS
I know we write incessantly about display gar-

dens, the mannequin technique and inspiring
customers, but it really is true. Consumers need
ideas; they will pay for ideas. No one ever spent ➧
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Greeting cards, gourmet snacks and bulk bulbs turn this checkout line into a profit center.
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$1,000 on a bunch of plants; they spend all that
money to decorate their patio like a tropical oasis.

And that’s where you come in. How are they
going to put together that look when some of the
plants are in the greenhouse, some are with the
annuals and some are out back with the shrubs?
They would have to be pretty motivated, and that
assumes they know they want a tropical oasis.

No, the problem is not the desire. Most peo-
ple would love to have a nicely landscaped

yard, but they just don’t know where to start or
which plants can be mixed or what kind of look
they want. Offering a sea of alphabetized bed-
ding plants in various colors does nothing to
help customers create their dream landscape.
All it does is make your store colorful and show
that you know the alphabet. 

Display gardens are great. They should defi-
nitely be your long-term objective in selling
ideas, but they are not the only way to tap into

this idea. 
• Garden vignettes can be created with

potted plants and props, making them
quick to set up and easy to move around
the garden center. You can create your
vignettes based on theme to get the most
impact. 

• If you can’t even find the space for
vignettes, create idea boards and handouts.
Enlarge color photography to poster board
size to really show the detail of the display
garden. These can easily be switched once a
month to keep people coming back.

• Don’t forget signage. Display gardens
are useless if customers don’t know what’s
being shown. Put tags with each plant and
give out a flier detailing what’s needed to
recreate the garden.

GIVE YOUR 
GROWER CONTROL

How useful are tightly budded annuals
on a busy spring weekend? You know, the
ones that will be beautiful in a week or so
but don’t look like much now. It sounds
like a silly question because we all know
annuals without flowers are money holes;
you just can’t sell them. In fact, the only

way to have a chance at selling annuals is to
make sure they are in full bloom on Friday after-
noon.

Is there one person at your company that makes
sure this happens? It’s usually the person who
receives the order and decides to either accept it
or send it back. But have you thought of assigning
this task to someone else, someone who doesn’t
even work for you…someone like your grower?

Your grower is really the only person who
knows what is going to look good each weekend.
What if the impatiens you ordered don’t look
good, but the vincas do? Wouldn’t you rather
have blooming plants that look good instead of
rigid compliance to your order?

Giving your grower at least some control to sub-
stitute product can help ensure that all the plants
in your garden center are at their peak. Most of
the time you will probably get what you ordered,
but in the instances where a substitution would
help sell plants, giving your grower this authority
will benefit you both by raising sell-through. 

Working with your grower in this way is not as
difficult as you might think, but there are a cou-
ple of things to keep in mind:

• You can institute this to whatever level you
feel comfortable. Give total control, give occa-
sional substitution privileges or ask for a call
before any substitution. 

• This idea is predicated on having a good
grower who you know and trust. If this is not the
case, think twice before giving them control. 

ACT ON YOUR IMPULSES
We would all like to say that customers do not

wait in long lines at our garden center, but espe-
cially during spring’s peak, that’s just not true. On
the first warm weekend in spring, there are lines
at every garden center in town, and at most stores,
whether it’s a garden center or a shoe store, time
spent standing in line is wasted. There is nothing
to do but stand there and look at your watch.

Paco Underhill, author of Why We Buy, argues
that the “wasted” time customers spend in check
out lines is one of the worst offenses of retailers,
not because the line is long but because it’s wast-
ed. Underhill advises his customers to use this
time to brand the store by posting your mission
statement, a promotion about your new product
line or even a corporate video. I say why not use
this time to raise profits? 

Grocery stores have the whole line thing figured
out. It’s no coincidence that they stock magazines
and candy at every checkout. They know there will
be lines and are trying to maximize that wait time. I
have seen studies showing how much profit is made
from the items at a grocery checkout…impressive. 

Likewise, there are impulse items that garden
centers could stock near the checkout, and you’ll
probably be surprised at how much profit can be
generated there. Gardening books and maga-
zines, miniature plants, mixed bouquets, anything
unusual that will catch the customer’s eye will be
perfect. But don’t forget a few simple rules:

• Blooming plants always draw the most inter-
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Top: This overflowing cart is able to carry only six premium-size items before it is too full to shop. A bigger cart might mean
more sales. Bottom: Vignettes such as this give customers ideas that inspire them to make more purchases.



est, and make sure they are pack-
aged nicely. 

• Keep the price point low. By
the time customers get to check
out, they have already spent all the
money they intended to spend, so
you will probably only be successful
with smaller, less expensive add ons.

• Be sure to keep items within
customer’s reach. If they have to
get out of line to browse, they will
choose not to browse.

MIND YOUR
SHOPPING CARTS

How many debates have you
heard about shopping carts? Well
don’t worry, we’re not about to
rehash the wagon versus upright
debate, but there are other cart
considerations that can have a real
impact on your profit this spring. 

The most important thing is
size. Have you ever tested your
carts to see how much product
they can hold? Most people would
be surprised at how little product
will fit in their standard carts. One
or two flats, a few 1-gal. perennials,
maybe a hanging basket, but that
probably has to be carried. 

This does not look like a message
to buy in abundance, and what do
you think people do when their cart
is full or near full? They start evaluat-
ing every purchase, “Do I really
need two of these? Where will I put
it? I still have to get a flat of impa-
tiens. Maybe I’ll just pass on it alto-
gether.” A full cart is a clear signal to
customers that they have bought
enough and should stop shopping.
To really maximize your profits this
spring, your store should offer the
biggest shopping carts you can find. 

And what about cart placement?
Do you put all of your carts near
the front door? Of course, that’s
the logical place. But what about
all those people who only wanted
to buy a couple of things and
ended up with much more? They
can only carry so much, and very
seldom will these customers walk
from the back of your property to
the front just to get a cart.

On the way up front, they will
remember how much of a hurry
they are in or how tight their bud-
get is that month, and the sale will
go out the door, literally. The only
way to really maximize the purchase
from these customers, and there are
lots of them, is to place shopping
carts throughout your store, making

it convenient for them to purchase
their unanticipated selections.

• I know purchasing new carts is
a pretty high dollar suggestion. But
you can buy a few at a time, until
all are replaced.

• The best way to maximize cart

placement is to choose two or
three central locations around
your property, and put signs in sev-
eral other places directing people
to the additional carts.

Bridget White is editorial director of Lawn
& Garden Retailer. She can be reached by
phone at (847) 391-1004 or E-mail at
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Black Hand Tool Line
• Premium quality carbine steel with black

powder coating.

• Red Oak handle.

• Traditional design.

Hand Tool Line
• The Red Oak handles are beautiful, pleasant to

the touch and extremely strong.

• Heavy gauge, premium quality Stainless Steel.

• Specially polished Stainless Steel Blades.

• Manufacturer’s Serial number on each tool to 
track performance.

Large DY Handle Tools
• The Handmade Oak Bentwood “DY” handles

are beautiful, pleasant to the touch and
extremely strong.

• Specially polished Stainless Blades are very
attractive, yet show their best in the soil when
the gardening begins.

• Handle is Locked and Pinned deep inside the
tool socket to insure a solid union.

• Heavy gauge, premium quality Stainless Steel.

• Manufacturer’s Serial number on each tool to
track performance.

Premium Garden Tools from Brook & Hunter

Garden Tool Tote Sets 
with Tools
• Our new Harvest Tote is beautifully

designed, blending both aesthetics and
practicality to create a fashionable, yet
extremely useful bag. This “garden purse”
comes with a detachable center bag, and
the length and size of the tote’s straps are
designed to fit perfectly over the shoulder.

• Our first tote. This classically styled bag’s
three-ply construction includes a waterproof
fabric, a closed cell foam center to add 
structure and weatherproofing, and a
durable lining with 10 pockets to 
accommodate tools and other garden 
use accessories.
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Princeton

One of our best

selling torches -

Is a compliment to

any garden decor,

it sets the mood

and create a beau-

tiful ambiance for

many years.

Available in 62" or

54" height, on hard-

wood pole that is

pointed for easy

insertion into the

ground. Fiberglass

wick will last forever.

Call for our catalog

888-846-9921

Write in 758
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